An end-to-end cloud-based title closing software

As a cloud application, AtClose users can access their
Title & Settlement information from any browser
anywhere, anytime, and from any device. Since no
special hardware or software installation is required,
AtClose on the cloud yields excellent ROI.
To accommodate businesses with special regulatory or security requirements, AtClose real estate closing
software is also offered as an on-premise deployment, allowing the client complete control over security
and compliance.
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Why AtClose?
By implementing AtClose, many businesses in the Title & Settlement industry have significantly improved
their bottom line. AtClose real estate closing software includes conveniently pre-configured data for the
nation’s top underwriters, which expedites document preparation.
With its high level of customizability, our suite of solutions adapts to the specific operational processes of
your business, significantly reducing closing time. This combination of value, ease of use, adaptability, and
performance makes AtClose an ideal choice for Title & Settlement businesses of any size.

Key Features
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Automate appraisal, title,
and settlement processes
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Robust out of the box support
for integration with various
third parties

Business Benefits
Improve accuracy, reduce repetition, improve vendor relations, and save time with the powerful Title &
Settlement features in the AtClose real estate title software suite:
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